CrisisGo Simulation Trainings
Providing a dynamic and interactive way to practice safety responses, learn about potential gaps in your protocols,
gain safety technology skills, and learn more about CrisisGo’s safety tools and features.
Why It’s the Best Method for Training
Interactive solutions are an opportunity for the safety team to practice live responses to questions their staff
could ask during an emergency.
Not only does CrisisGo have standard and advanced simulation series for interactive training, but you can also
create your own simulation safety cards to tweak our existing simulations or create simulations of your own.
Our simulations highlight gaps in safety knowledge for staff and safety team members, as well as weak areas in your
current safety plan. They also test your organization’s ability to respond quickly and effectively to specific safety issues.
Our Simulation Scenarios Include:
•
Hard Lockdown
•
Fire
•
Missing Student
•
Medical Emergency
•
Bomb Threat
How It Works
Simulation Safety Cards are scheduled to be sent to your message group every minute. Using CrisisGo’s pre-defined
scenario and timeline, the Safety Team will send messages within the group to respond to the questions appearing on
the simulation safety Cards. The use of safety features on the CrisisGo app, like our Check In tool, can be initiated in
between simulation cards. The responses should adequately articulate your building’s corresponding crisis SOP.
Benefits
•
The fast-paced nature requires quick responses to important safety questions.
•
Strengthen your staff’s familiarity with the CrisisGo app by incorporating our
safety tools into simulation exercises.
•
Simulations can be customized based on the safety needs of your organization.

Learn more about how your
safety team and staff can be
better prepared for emergencies
at your district by contacting
your account manager.
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